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F OR the calculation of the microscopic pa-ameters 
of an electron gas, it is important to known 

the fluctuation of the random force distribution w (F) 
which acts on the individual electron. A calculation 
of w (F) under the assumption that the a priori pro
bability T(r) of the .Particle distribution about an 
individual particle is a constant, i.e., that there is 
no correlation in the positions of the particles, was 
carried out by Holtsmark. 1 In this case a distri
bution function was obtained such that all its mo
ments diverge, beginning with the second. On the 
other hand, it is clear that there will be an appre
ciable correlation only at distances r 0 "' e2 I kT, 

at which the mean kinetic energy oft he particles is 
of the order of thevalue of the potential barrier. 
For T "' 105 , the value of r 0 is "' 10.-8• 

At large distances, there is virtually no correla
tion, since the gas is assumed to be in a state of 
statistical equilibrium with constant density. 
Since the relaxation length and the mean distance 
between particles are appreciably greater than 
r 0 under ordinary circumstances, we can neglect the 

interaction of the surrounding particles located in a 
sphere of mdius r 0 • In other words, the motion of 

the particles in the vicinity of the isolated one is 
the ordinary Rutherford scattering. The distribution 
of the particles near the particle under examination 
can be found by solving the kinetic equation 

with boundary condition f(r,. v) = exp ( -mv2 lkT) 
for u = 0, where u (r) is the potential established 
by the isolated electron. This equation has the 
integral f = n (mv2 I 2 + u) where n is an arbitrary 

function. Consequently, solving this equation, we 
get 

-r (r) = exp (- e2 jrkT). (2) 

It is of interest to note that in the limiting case 
of very strong interaction, for which the particles 
out to the distance < < r are in equilibrium with 

0 

the field of the isolated electron, T{r) is obtained 
in the same fashion. 

Making use of the Markov procedure: 

w (F)= 8~3 ~ exp (- ipF) A (p) dp, 

A (p) = ~~~ r~ exp (- e2prjr3) T (r) dr ]N, 

we can show that for large F the function w (F) falls 
off more rapidly than any power of F. Consequently, 
the moments of all ocders of w (F) must exist. These 
can he computed by expanding the eigenfunction 
A (p) in a series in powers of p. For example, 

In a similar fashion, all the moments of even 
order can be calculated. [Moments of odd order are 
equal to zero because of spherical symmetry of 
w (F).] The value obtained can serve for a rough 
estimate of the coefficient of viscosity: 

An exact calculation ought to take into a:count 
the correlation of force fluctuations at different 
points of space, for which it is necessary to com
pute< F i (x) F k (x ') >. However, the considera
tion just given shows that the principal contribu
tion tot he viscosity, the diameter, the relaxation 
length for particles with long range interaction will 
not be given by an account of well regulated, av
eraged forces (pair· collisions, interaction with 
vibrations) since this contribution is proportional 
to the first moment of w (F) and the interaction. with 
the fluctuations of the electric field. For these 
quantities, a consideration of the fluctuation 
scattering is more important than consideration of 
the well regulated deceleration. 

1 J. Holtsmark, Ann. Physik 58, 577 (1919); Phys. z. 
20, 162 (1919); 25, 73 (1924). 
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